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Turn up the music lets crack the champagne
Here's to the one i love planning to leave again
I dont plan to change your mind, sometimes in life
you'll find
Even if it hurts you, nothing is lost

Things didn't turn out as i thought they would
Our fire burning never looks so good
You wont stop me dreaming now, I wont stop believing
cause I Know that if it cuts me nothing is lost

Funny how things change
Dancing in the rain
Just like a shooting star, I always go too far
The galaxy is my company shows nothing is lost

Oh what a feeling an experience
I know that I have got a second chance
We'll take it slow this time
We'll take it easy you can call me when you need me
baby nothing Is lost

Dont talk about me to your future girls
I'm just a lover in an ordinary world
But when you want so much more you'll kick the door
down
If you feel extraordinary you know nothing is lost

Funny how things change
Dancing in the rain (Oh)
Just like a shooting star, I know I took it way too far
But the galaxy is my company now, nothing is lost

And it's funny how things change
I'm still walking in the rain (so much more that it dais)
Just like a shooting star I take it way too far
Stars are my company shows nothing is lost, nothing is
lost, Nothing is lost, nothing is lost, nothing is lost.
(You won't stop me dreaming now, won't stop believe
now)
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